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Abstmct 

The ionization cooling of muons requires longitudinal 
accelerationof the muons after scattenn ' g in a hydmgen 
target. In order to maximize the accelerating voltage, we 
propose using linear accelexaling structures with cells 
bounded by thin beryllium metal foils. This produces an 
on& field equivalent to the maximum surface field, 
whereas with beam-pipes the accelerating field is 
approximately half that of the peak surface field in the 
cavity. The muons in& only w d y  with the thin 
foils. A u/2 interleaved dvity structule has been chosen, 
with alternate cells anpled together externally, and the 
two groups of cells fed in quadraaae. At present we are 
considering an aperating temperature of 77K to gain a 
factor of at least two in Q-value over room tempemwe. 
We will descxibe the design of the W2 interleaved cavity 
structure, design of an alternative %-mode open strucme, 
prelimimry expimentaI results from a low-power test 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Feasibility studies of muon colliders for high mergy 
physics expeximents have been underway for some years, 
and critical issues and experiments have been identified [1, 
23. One of the more important issues is that of cooling 
the overall k l i m e n s i d  phase space of the collected 
muons by a factor of approximately IO6 in a time diuated 
by the short muon decay time. 
An ionization cooling scheme has been developed, in 

cavity, and plans for high-po~er testing. 

beryllium windows through which the muon beams pass 
with low scattering rate [3,4]. This allows the shunt 
impedance of the device to be increased, the maximum 
surface field to equal the onaxis accelerating field, and the 
phase advance per cell to be arbitrarily chosen. 
In addition to the pillbox design, we axe studying a 
standing wave multicell cavity with open apertures, scaled 
to match the beam profile through the structure. 

2 RF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The purpose of the RF accelerating system is to replenish 
longitudinal momentum lost by the muons in satterm ' g  
in the liquid hydrogen target. Each section must restare 
the longitudinal energy lost in the pnxedbg target, 
resulting in an avezage gradient requirement of 34 MVm-' 
experienced by the muon beam. 
Beryllium window thickness is limited by the addi t id  
emittance inmase resulting from Coulomb satterm ' 8  
within the metal. Although the tolerance to Be is greater 
at the input to the cooling channei, where the emittance is 
largest, we choose to use the tbinner (127 p) windows 
demanded at the low-emittance end ofthe cooling channel. 
An alternating solenoidal magnetic feld will be applied 
throughout the cooling charmel to focus the beam. peak 
fieldsof ISTorgnziteraxeproducedby superconducQl ' g  
solenoids, and the RF structlaes must sit inside the bore 
of the solenoids. The length of the RF acccleraring 
structtm is 1.3 m. 

Table 1: Cooling section RF system specifications 
which the muons lose momentum in a low-2 material, 
after which they regain their longitudinal momentum in 
an RF accelerating section. Sections of absorber and RF 
accelerator inside a solenoidal magnetic focussing 
field, and bent solenoid emimce exchange sections 
provide 6-dimensional cooling. The entire oooling charmel 
may consist of about 20 modules, with a factor 2 cooling 
per module. 
' The large transverse emittance of the muon beam 

accommodateupto a 16 cm beam diameter. Such a large 
boreleadstoalowshunt impedance in convent id  open 

structures, however we propose to study 
cavities with up to 16 cm diameter thin (127 pm) 

3 a12 INTERLEAVED CAVITY 
requires large the cavities mist inkrlav& cavity cmkts of two c& of && 

cwpled with Be windows, inwava with a 
mm of rr/2 in the phase drive power to each 
chain. Figure 1 showsa section of the structm. Each cell 
is a mfid windows defining with 
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the end plates, through which the muon beam p e s .  ’Ihe 
peak surface field is thus equal to the peak acceleming 
field on axis. Coupling between cells is through a si&- 
coupled cell, and the phase adwarm between cells is 
determined to be xi2 by appnpiate choice of cell length 
for the given muon velocity, and phase of drive to each 
chain of cells. Each chain is powered from a waveguide 
coupled into one of the accelerating cells. Coupling ceUs 
are coaxial structures, resonant at the lsesuency of the 
accelemthg cells. The design has a high shunt impeaance 
and is tolerant to dimensional enms. 
To.further increase the shunt hpdane, we propose to 
investigate the possibility of cooling the structure to 
liquid nitmgen temperames. The resulting maease in 
conductivity of copper is about a factor of two over room 
temperature, and a geater increase may be expected for the 
beryllium windows. The physical properties of beryllium 
at low temperames, however, are not well determined ad 
are the subject of several c h e k  of investigation, 
including the mauufacture of a low-power test cavity with 
interchangeable windows. We expect an improvement in 
Q-value, and hence shunt impedance, of a factor of two at 
77K. 

2.1 Beryllium windows 

The inclusion of beryllium windows, allowing the 
accelerating field to equal the peak surface field arri 
isolation of cells in the interleaved structure, in- the 
shmt impedance of the s&uchKe over conventional 
designs. The tmbofFs are with difficulties in mechanical - 

Addi t id  tests are planned for a pillbox cavity with 
beryllium syrfaoes on the end plates, operated at high 
power and in a magnetic field to study surfice breakdom. 
Wakefield effects of a subrelativistic beam in a pillbox 
structure are under investigation. 
We will also test a low-power cavity to investigate s e v d  

Roperties of the z/2 interleaved structure at toom 
temperature listed in table 2. 

of these aspects, as described in section 5. 

ACCELERATING CAVITIES 

Figure 1: Layout of Icn interleaved cavity stnrchlre 

Table 2: Td2 interleaved cavity specifications (room 
teanperatme) 

cxmstruction and stability of the structure, power sad 
voltage handling capabilities, and dark current genemion. 
Wakefield effects of the thin beryllium foils may be 
advanmgeous. 
As the cavity cools to liquid nitrogen temperatms 
differentialcontracticmbetween the beryllium window and 
the copper body of the cavity results in compressive 
stresses on the beryllium, cawing it to distort. The 
resulting frequency change is uaacoeptable, and we am 
studying window fhne designs of composite materials 
and pre-stressing the foil to overcome the compressive 
farces on the foils. Heating by RF m n t s  in the foil 
causes expansion and additional distortions, complicated 
by the sensitivity of beryllium materials praperties to 
temperature [5]. It is clear that the stresses induced by RF 
heating are beyond yield strength if opemted at mom 
temperature, we are investigating solutions at 77K. 
Voltage handling capability is being studied in tests at the 
A0 facility at FNAL. Here, small (16mm &am=) 
samples of beryllium foils of thickness varying from 125 
p m t o 5 0 p  arebeingtesredathighfieldina15GHz 
RF gun s m .  To date, no damage to foils has been 
observed up to the maximum achievable gradient of 35 
MVm”. Tests will continue at higher gradients in an 
effort to detexmine the damage level for the foils. Dadc 
c m t  may also be investigated in this apparatus. 

4 OPEN IRIS STRUCTURE 
An alternative to the Icn interleaved suucture is the 
conventional multicell cavity with open mses through 
which the beam passes. This design avoids the 
complications of mounting and controlling distortions in 
thin metal foils, but involves the use of more power (the 
strumre has a lower shunt impeaance), and operating at 
higher peak surface fields. Table 3 lists the RF 
characteristics of the open-iris structure shown in figure 2, 
a Ic-mode eight cell linac (a half-structure is modeled here). 
We plan to build threecell struc~res to high power test in 
strong magnetic fields to d e m e  the viab~ty of 
operating cavities under conditions required in the muon 
cooling experiment. Lacking the more complex 
engineexing challenges of the Icn interleaved sttuchxe, the 
open-iris design may allow the most rapid development of 
a structure for the initial cooling tests. 



Table 3: Open iris cavity specifications 

Tmnsit time CoITected 
shunt impedanc e(MQm 4) 

0" 
Transit time T 
Ellling; time 7 (ps) 
Cell length (cm) 

17 

29500 
0.6 
12 
16.2 

1 Power for 34 MVm-' (MW m-l) I 68 I 

Figure 2: Open-iris cavity design, showing electric field in 
an 8-cell structure 

5 EXPERIMENTAL STATUS 
An experimental low-power test cavity consisting of two 
coupled half-celh and one full cell of the x/2 bterleaved 
cavity structure has been built to test mechanical stability, 
Q, and thermal effects to LN2 temperatures. Figure 3 
shows the two halves of the Xn interleaved cavity low- 
power test structure. The irises are open in this view. The 
beryllium foils are diffusion tmded into in a sturdy 
beryllium ring, which is then clamped into the capper 
cavity with RF contact established by circumferential 
springs mounted inside the iris and clamp ring. Center 
conductors are mounted in the coupling cell, and the two 
halves and also end plates are bolted together. springs 
maunted in recesses provide RF contact at joints, and 
tuning screws m provided for each cell along with 
coupling loops and p r o b e s  for RF power input and 
measurements. 
Cooling channels will be wrapped ammd the outside 
(grooves shown in figure 3), and the spruc~le will be 
inseaed into a vacuum tank with liquid nitrogen flowing 
through the cooling tubes to reduce it's aperating 
tempm. Low-power measurements of the dresuency 
and Q of modes will be made as a fuaction of temperature. 
To test the &e& of heating in the structure, a high- 
power feed will be provided also. An average power of up 
to 450 W is reauired to simulate the avetage oower 

dissipation under long-pulse operation in the cooling 
channel RF systems. 
The low-power cavity is being measured at LBNL, 
c m t l y  at mom temperanae, and measurements at low 
temptures are scheduled to begin soon. 
Beryllium praperties are also being investigated in 
experimental apparatus at BNL, and at the University of 
Mississippi. Measurements of beryllium strips in a 
structure tesonant at 805 MHz have been made as a 
function of ambient tern-, to determine the 
resistivity of beryllium in commercial gmde foils. D.C. 
measments  are also being made, and initial results 
show a discrepancy between the 1 m - v  
measurements at dc. and at 805 MHz, with the RF 
measurements indicating substantially higher resistivity. 

Figure 3: IJ2 interleaved cavity low-power test strwtwe, 
copper cavity halves 

High-power testing of cavities will take place at FNAL, 
within a 5T solenoidal magnetic field, and using an 
existing 805 MHz klystron operating at up to 15 MW. 
Plans are well advand, and high-power testing is 
scheduled to begin in September 1999. 
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